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This short note describes a metric and procedure for assessing an individual’s overall simple pitch
and interval matching proficiency when singing.
In each exercise, the test subject first listens to and then attempts to duplicate a sample
reference pitch, musical interval, or melody as a sung utterance. Accuracy should be
computed as fraction of utterances that correctly match the reference interval or pitch.
Exercise 1: Single pitches
Play each of the following pitches clearly one time, giving the individual sufficient time following
each note to sing the pitch back on “la”. Mark inaccurate pitches with an “x” (away from the view
of the individual). The exercise below is suitable for most children & postpubescent females. Play
an octave lower for postpubescent males.

Exercise 2: Intervals
Play each of the following intervals clearly one time, giving the individual sufficient time following
each to sing the pitches back on “lala”. Mark inaccurate pitches with an “x”. The individual must
repeat both pitches back correctly to receive the check mark. Note: for those intervals marked
with “x”, add an “i” notation if the interval was correct (even though the pitches were wrong). The
exercise below is suitable for most children & postpubescent females. Play an octave lower for
postpubescent males.
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Exercise 3:
Play the following melodies twice on the piano, then allow the student to sing back the entire
melody on “la”. Play down the octave for postpubescent males. Mark each inaccurate pitch with
an “x”. In successive assessments randomly vary the melody order and keys (staying within
C4C5 in children & postpubescent females, and C3C4 with postpubescent males).
Melody 1

Melody 2

Melody 3

Melody 4
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Exercise 4: Songs from popular culture.
Play two of the songs below (one at a time), then have the individual repeat (one at a time). Mark
each inaccurate pitch an “x”. In subsequent assessments choose two different melodies at
random.
Song 1: Happy Birthday

Song 2: My Country, ‘tis of Thee
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Song 3: Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

Song 4: Mary Had a Little Lamb

Song 5: Amazing Grace

Assessment Administration Form:
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Name:

Gender:

M / F

Age:

Date:

Total Percentage:
Ex. 1 (9 pitches)

Ex. 2 (check for each interval, not individual pitch  9 intervals)

Ex. 3 (check individual pitches)

%:

“i”%:

%:

Total Exercise 3 %:

Melody 1 (7 pitches)

%:

Melody 2 (11 pitches)

%:

Melody 3 (10 pitches)

%:

Melody 4 (12 pitches)

%:

Ex. 4
Song 1 (25 pitches)
%:

Song 2 (41 pitches)
%:

Total Exercise 4 %:
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Song 3 (42 pitches)
%:

Song 4 (26 pitches)
%:

Song 5 (35 pitches)
%:

